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Abstract. There are many situations where the opinion of the majority
of participants is critical. The scenarios could be multiple, like a number
of doctors finding commonality on the diagnosing of an illness or parlia-
ment members looking for consensus on a specific law being passed. In
this article we present a method that utilises Induced Ordered Weighted
Averaging (IOWA) operators to aggregate a majority opinion from a
number of Sentiment Analysis (SA) classification systems, where the
latter occupy the role usually taken by human decision-makers. Previ-
ously determined sentence intensity polarity by different SA classifica-
tion methods are used as input to a specific IOWA operator. During
the experimental phase, the use of the IOWA operator coupled with the
linguistic quantifier ‘most’ (IOWAmost) proved to yield superior results
compared to those achieved when utilising other techniques commonly
applied when some sort of averaging is needed, such as arithmetic mean
or median techniques.
Keywords: Hybrid Sentiment Analysis Method; Na¨ıve Bayes; Maxi-
mum Entropy; Consensus; Majority Support; Sentiment Aggregation;
IOWA operator.
1 Introduction
Group decision making (GDM) is a task where a number of agents get involved
in a decision process to generate a value that represents their individual deci-
sions in the group process [4]. The arithmetic mean and the median are central
tendency values widely used in homogeneous GDM where experts are equally
important [9]. In heterogeneous GDM, Yager’s Induced Ordered Weighted Aver-
aging (IOWA) operator [10] is widely used because it allows for different impor-
tance degrees to be implemented but also because it allow for the implementation
of the concept of ‘majority’. In the Sentiment Analysis (SA) context, any of the
possible SA classification methods available can be considered an agent. The aim
is to obtain a collective classification value that reflects the opinion of the ma-
jority of the SA classification methods. Experiments have been conducted using
the IOWA operator coupled with the linguistic quantifier ‘most’ (IOWAmost) to
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implement the concept of majority with three SA classification methods: Na¨ıve
Bayes [6], Maximum Entropy [2], and the Hybrid Approach to the SA problem
devised in [1].
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 covers the basic
concept of IOWA operator and the derivation of its associated weighting vector.
Section 3 addresses the role of IOWA operators in the achieving of fuzzy majority
in collective decision-making. In order to provide context, Section 4 covers the
hybrid method introduced by the authors in [1], as the approach presented in
this article represents an enhancement to this method in terms of obtaining
a majority sentiment classification opinion. Section 5 covers the experimental
results obtained when applying the proposed majority based methodology, and
section 6 closes the paper with some conclusions and a brief discussion of possible
further work.
2 IOWA Operators
Yager’s IOWA operator [10] has been proved to be extremely useful in group
decision making problems because it allows to implement the concept of fuzzy
majority [11].
Definition 1 (IOWA Operator). An IOWA operator of dimension n is a
mapping IOWA : (R × R)n −→ R, which has an associated set of weights W =
(w1, · · · , wn) to it, verifying wi ∈ [0, 1],
n∑
i=1
wi = 1, such that
IOWA (〈u1, a1〉, . . . , 〈un, an〉) =
n∑
i=1
wi · aσ(i), (1)
and σ : {1, . . . , n} −→ {1, . . . , n} is a permutation function such that uσ(i) ≥
uσ(i+1), ∀i = 1, . . . , n− 1.
In the above definition the reordering of the set of values to aggregate, {a1, . . . , an},
is induced by the reordering of the set of values {u1, . . . , un} associated to
them. In [11], Yager proposed the following approach to obtain the IOWA
associated weighting vector: Let Q : [0, 1] → [0, 1] be a function such that
Q(0) = 0, Q(1) = 1, and Q(x) ≥ Q(y) for x > y corresponding to a fuzzy
set representation of a proportional monotone quantifier. Then,
wi = Q (i/n)−Q ((i+ 1)/n) (2)
Some examples of linguistic quantifiers are “at least half”, “most of” and “as




0 if 0 ≤ r < a
r−a
b−a if a ≤ r ≤ b
1 if b < r ≤ 1
(3)
with the values (0, 0.5), (0.3, 0.8) and (0.5, 1) for (a, b), respectively [5].
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3 IOWA based Fuzzy Majority in GDM
In [7], Pasi and Yager elaborate that one of the possible semantics of IOWA
operators is that of being drivers of a majority opinion. What is required is an
operator that computes an average-like aggregation of the “majority of values
that are similar”. In [7], the authors establish that “similar values must have
close positions in the induced ordering in order to appropriately be aggregated”.
Hence, the final output of an IOWA operator should reflect the opinion of the
majority if similar values are closer to each other in the induced vector. Then,
what is required is the ability to calculate the similarities between the values to
be aggregated in order to compute “the values of the inducing variable of the
IOWA operator” [7]. In order to support this, a binary support function, Sup,
is introduced, where Supα(a, b) expresses the support from b for a at an α level
of desired tolerance based on the concept that “the more similar two values are,
the more they support each other”:
Supα(ai, aj) =
{
1 if |ai − aj | < α
0 otherwise
(4)
The higher the tolerance is, the less it is imposed that the two values have to
be closer to each other to support each other. If we were to aggregate a set of
values and we wanted to order them in increasing order of support, then for
each value the sum of its support values is computed with respect to the rest of
the values to be aggregated [7]. These overall supports are utilised as the values
of the order inducing variable. Thus, the use of an adequate support function
will enable the induction of an ordering based on proximity, which is key to
understanding how IOWA operators generate a majority-based aggregation of
the values to be aggregated via the linguistic quantifier most (as presented in
Eq. (3) with values (a, b) = (0.3, 0.8)). Also, Pasi and Yager’s strategy implies
that the construction of the weighting vector appropriately implements more
influence in the aggregation result from the most supported individual values.
Consequently the following process for the construction of the weighting vector
from the induced support values is proposed:
1. Include in the definition of the overall support for ai the similarity of the
value ai with itself:
ti = si + 1. (5)














“The value Q(ti/n) denotes the degree to which a given member of the con-
sidered set of values represents the majority” when the linguistic quantifier
Q is used.
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4 A Hybrid Approach to the SA Problem at the Sentence
Level aimed to opinion consensus
In [1], we describe a hybrid model for the SA (HSC/HAC) problem at the sen-
tence level that is based on semantic rules, smart NLP techniques and fuzzy
sets. The IOWA approach for aggregation presented in this article will be used
to complement the aforementioned HSC/HAC model with the aim to arrive at a
consensus sentiment classification opinion in SA [3] representing the opinion of
the majority of approaches available to address the SA problem, as depicted in
Fig. 1. Formally, the problem to address is how to determine the subjectivity in-
tensity polarity for a given sentence Sk using the outputs of several classification
systems. In a way, each method to be used and applied to the aforementioned
sentence Sk, can be seen as an ‘agent/person’ giving her opinion on whether the
sentence Sk is positive or negative. In our context, we would like to aggregate the
polarity intensity value of sentence Sk measured by using different classification
methods. Hence, the final polarity value will be the ‘induced aggregation of the
majority’ of the subjectivity intensity polarity of sentence Sk when one takes into
consideration all the different contributions of all the participating classification
methods. The different applied classification methods will issue their individual
opinions, just as individual agents use their own judgement.
Fig. 1. IOWAmost operator aggregating classifier methods outputs
5 Experimental results obtained applying IOWAαmost
aggregation
The IOWAαmost operator performance was evaluated against both the Arith-
metic mean and the Median performances (see Table 1). Experiments have been
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performed for both the Movie Review Dataset (http://www.cs.cornell.edu/
people/pabo/movie-review-data/) and the Twitter Dataset Sentiment140 (http:
//help.sentiment140.com/for-students). In order to use the output of all
classifiers as an input to the IOWAαmost process all participating scores have
been converted to the interval [0, 1], where Sk corresponds to any sentence in the
test dataset and {m1,m2, . . . ,mn} represents the different classification methods
being aggregated (n ≥ 2), then:
IOWAαmost[Sk](m1,m2, . . . ,mn) = Θ
Sk (7)
Once the aggregation with the semantic representing the opinion of the ma-
jority has been computed, then Eq. (7) corresponds to the intensity level in
which the value Θ belongs. The aggregated value ΘSk will take on the value
x in µA˜(x) and in consequence a proper linguistic label belonging to set G =
{Poor, Slight, Moderate, V ery, Most} will be generated to represent the
polarity intensity (how positive or how negative) of a given sentence Sk [1].
The datasets used in the proof of concept count each (positive occurrences and
negative occurrences) with 5,331 sentences. We have annotated 500 sentences,
approximately 10%, assigning each of them a value vk ∈ G. These were estimated
by looking at the classification outcomes of the three classifiers we are utilising
as inputs and estimating a linguistic label in G that is representative of the
opinion of the majority. However, before we applied the IOWAmost operator, we
combined directly the results of the three chosen methods using the Arithmetic
mean and the Median. The outcomes, which are summarised in Table 1 below,
are not as good as those obtained by using the IOWA operator. This fact, shows
that the IOWA operator does a much better job at aggregating the individual
outcomes of the three aforementioned techniques, by giving more weight to the
leaning opinion of the majority. In essence, by properly weighting the advise
of the three methods (NB, ME and the HSC/HAC approach) we do obtain a
more realistic aggregation effect that represents the thinking of the majority.
The main difference between the results obtained when using different tolerance
values (0.3 and 0.5) when IOWAαmost is applied, is not in whether the outcome
will distance itself from representing the opinion of the majority, but rather to
which linguistic label (Poor, Slight, Moderate, etc.) a specific sentence will be
assigned. Depending on the majority value calculated a sentence classified as
‘Moderate’ with a tolerance of 0.3 could now be labelled as ‘Very’ in terms of
intensity, when the tolerance value changes to 0.5. In reality, the lower the tol-
erance, the more demanding the IOWA operator is on how closely the values in
the aggregation support each other (see Table 1 for the experiments results).
6 Conclusions and further work
IOWA operators can certainly play a significant role in aggregating the opinions
of a number of sentiment classification systems. The aforementioned operator
works by producing a value that gets significantly closer to the collective opinion
of the participants. The IOWAαmost used in this article conveys the semantic of
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Semantic Median Mean IOWAα=0.3, 0.5most
Represents opinion of the majority 337 388 500
Does not represent opinion of the majority 163 112 0
% of success 67.40 77.60 100
Table 1. All aggregation methods compared
the opinion of the majority (‘most’). Its performance in identifying the intensity
of the opinion of the majority, according to our experiments, surpassed the one
exhibited by Arithmetic Mean and Median techniques. In essence, IOWAαmost
produces a larger pull towards the values that support each other, driving the
results in the direction of what the majority reflects. In terms of further work,
we believe there are some avenues that could be pursued in the short-term:
(a) Investigate other OWA operators that could potentially produce a better
aggregation representing the semantic majority opinion and (b) Utilise the OWA
measure of dispersion, which calculates the degree to which all aggregates are
used in the resulting final aggregation [8].
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